
Timber effect 
formulated beams

Our innovative new beams have been designed and developed 
using specially formulated cements and aggregates.  Much 
care has been taken to ensure our beams emulate real 
wood and this can be seen with our authentic finish which 
even includes all the typical marking you would find in an old 
wooden beam, including shakes, holes and end grain etc.
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Hartland Beam
Package

Shown with 
Peguera Fireplace

Hartland Beam Package includes: Fine 
Medistone™ genuine natural stone facia 
blocks, hearth, rear hearth and chamber, 
Hartland beam 48” wide and *Bela Vista 

multi fuel stove.*

Bideford Beam
Package

Bideford Beam Package includes: 
Fine Medistone™ genuine natural stone hearth, 
rear hearth and chamber, Bideford beam 48” 
wide and *Bela Vista multi fuel stove.*

*  Mix and match. You can select any individual stove from our Vista range of  stoves  and any individual vermiculite chamber 
design from the models shown in our Newman stove collection brochure. This gives a choice of any individual stove to be 

selected from 6 Vista stoves designs and any individual vermiculite chambers from our 4 designs  to go with any fireplace shown 
in our package deals enabling the selection that most suits your requirements.
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Leon Package 
includes:  

Cirrus Cloud genuine 
natural honed 54” wide 

limestone mantle, honed 
black granite hearth, 

rear hearth and slip set, 
*vermiculite reeded design 
chamber and Vista Perfetto 

SE smoke exempt wood 
burning stove.*

Almonte Package 
includes:  
Cirrus Cloud genuine 
natural honed 54” wide 
limestone mantle, honed 
black granite hearth, 
rear hearth and slip set, 
*vermiculite reeded design 
chamber and Vista Quente 
multi fuel stove.*

Petra Package includes:  
Cirrus Cloud genuine natural honed 54” wide limestone mantle with 
solid corbel, honed black granite hearth, rear hearth and slip set, 
*vermiculite reeded design chamber and Bela Vista multi fuel stove.* 



Calvia Package 
includes:  
Genuine natural honed 
Portuguese limestone 
mantle 54” wide, honed 
black granite hearth and 
rear hearth, *vermiculite 
brick design chamber, and 
Grande Vista multi fuel 
stove.*

Leon Package 
includes:  

Cirrus Cloud genuine 
natural honed 54” wide 

limestone mantle, honed 
black granite hearth, 

rear hearth and slip set, 
*vermiculite reeded design 
chamber and Vista Perfetto 

SE smoke exempt wood 
burning stove.*

Almonte Package 
includes:  
Cirrus Cloud genuine 
natural honed 54” wide 
limestone mantle, honed 
black granite hearth, 
rear hearth and slip set, 
*vermiculite reeded design 
chamber and Vista Quente 
multi fuel stove.*

Setubal Package 
includes:  

Cirrus Cloud genuine 
natural honed 54” wide 

limestone mantle, honed 
black granite hearth, 

rear hearth and slip set, 
*vermiculite reeded design 
chamber and Vista Perfetto 

SE smoke exempt wood 
burning stove.*
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Mimosa Package 
includes:  
Cirrus Cloud genuine 
natural honed 54” wide 
limestone mantle, honed 
black granite hearth, 
rear hearth and slip set, 
*vermiculite reeded design 
chamber and Vista Perfetto 
SE smoke exempt wood 
burning stove.*

Toro Package 
includes:  

Crystal White Carrara 
genuine natural honed 

54” wide marble mantle, 
honed black granite hearth, 

rear hearth and slip set, 
*vermiculite reeded design 

chamber and Bela Vista 
Multi fuel stove.*


